**People**

Elizabeth M. Jaffee, MD, began a 1-year term as president of the American Association for Cancer Research (AACR) at the organization’s 2018 annual meeting. Jaffee is the deputy director of the Sidney Kimmel Comprehensive Cancer Center and the associate director of the Bloomberg-Kimmel Institute for Cancer Immunotherapy at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, MD. Jaffee also chairs the NCI National Cancer Advisory Board and co-chairs the National Cancer Moonshot Initiative. Her research focuses on developing immune-based therapies for pancreatic and breast cancers.

Isaiah J. Fidler, DVM, PhD, director of the Metastasis Research Laboratory at The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, received the Margaret Foti Award for Leadership and Extraordinary Achievements in Cancer Research at the AACR annual meeting. Fidler has extensively researched primary tumors and their ability to promote secondary tumors. His work established that tumors are composed of heterogeneous cell populations, and that specific cell types have metastatic potential.

Also at the AACR meeting, Joseph R. Bertino, MD, a medical oncologist and professor of Medicine and Pharmacology at the Robert Wood Johnson Medical School at Rutgers in New Brunswick, NJ, received the AACR Award for Lifetime Achievement in Cancer Research. Bertino’s research has focused on mechanisms of drug resistance in leukemia, lymphoma, and soft-tissue sarcomas. He established that some patients with leukemia who are resistant to methotrexate also demonstrate amplification of DHFR. Bertino is currently working on developing new treatments for T-cell lymphoma.

**CMS to Cover NGS Companion Diagnostics**

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) announced in March that it will pay for next-generation sequencing (NGS)-based companion diagnostics for its beneficiaries with advanced cancer.

“Before this decision, coverage policies varied greatly among local Medicare contractors,” says Marc Ladanyi, MD, chief of the Molecular Diagnostics Service at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York, NY. “For example, our local contractor only covered NGS testing in non-small cell lung cancer, some contractors did not cover NGS testing at all, and others offered more robust coverage.”

The decision was issued after a parallel review with the FDA of the NGS-based FoundationOne CDx (F1CDx) test, which serves as a companion diagnostic to identify patients eligible for 15 targeted therapies and can detect genetic mutations in 324 genes. In November 2017, the FDA approved the F1CDx test on the same day that CMS issued its proposed NGS coverage decision for public comment. The final CMS decision covers any NGS-based test for advanced cancer nationally, as long as it is approved or cleared by the FDA as a companion diagnostic. Coverage of all other NGS-based tests is left to the discretion of local contractors.

“These tests will help patients and their physicians make more informed decisions regarding cancer treatment,” says a CMS spokesperson. “We also believe this testing could better identify patients who may seek to participate in cancer clinical trials.”

Although this decision will increase patients’ access to NGS diagnostics, Ladanyi believes it is too restrictive. He cites the example of the NGS-based MSK-IMPACT test, developed at his institution. Because it has FDA clearance as a tumor-profiling test, its use will not be covered by the CMS decision, even though “it provides the same tumor genomic information as a companion diagnostic test.” He is also concerned that the CMS decision “may have the unintended consequence of encouraging the use of dated, single-gene, non-NGS-based assays already covered at a national level by CMS, even though they provide less information and, when performed in aggregate, can cost more than a single multigene NGS-based panel assay.”

In addition, Eliezer Van Allen, MD, of Dana-Farber Cancer Institute in Boston, MA, says the decision would have greater impact if CMS required data to be collected on NGS testing to improve care for future patients. That way, “when a test is ordered, the entity that offers it would deposit the genomic data and clinical outcomes—like whether an action was taken based on the test, and what the result was for the patient—in a registry accessible to qualified individuals, such as researchers, clinicians, or hospital systems,” he explains. Absent such data sharing, “taxpayer money is funding the creation of a new series of data silos that will not benefit the entire cancer community.”

It remains unclear whether private insurers will follow CMS’s lead in covering NGS-based testing. “These payers could still argue that there is no prospective study on the blanket testing approach, although CMS instituting coverage certainly could shift the conversation,” says Van Allen. —Kristin Harper

**Making Better CARs for Kids**

The chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell therapy tisagenlecleucel (Kymriah; Novartis)—approved last year for the treatment of children and young adults with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)—has led to complete remissions in many patients who had stopped responding to chemotherapy. Yet such personalized treatments aren’t always effective, and researchers have been trying to tease apart the reasons why.

“We treated a number of children between 2012 and 2014 and one of the things that became very clear is that it was quite challenging to make an effective CAR T-cell product,” said David Barrett, MD, PhD, of Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, PA.
CMS to Cover NGS Companion Diagnostics
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